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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent advancements in web based geospatial software and smartphone technology have popularized 

the process of voluntary production and sharing of geospatial data by individual citizens. Through such 

Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) activities, people across the world participate in online 

mapping projects (such as OpenStreetMap) to insert their individual spatial information.  The quality 

of data generated by such VGI activities have profound impacts on online mapping projects and their 

spatial database. In this study, we first review VGI quality assessment approaches, then analyze the 

criteria for assessing the quality of VGI based on the concept of trustworthiness. We examine the VGI 

participation level in OpenStreetMap through three case study neighborhoods located in three major 

cities: Tehran, London, and Los Angeles.   

2. CASE STUDY SITES AND METHODOLOGY 

Three cities are chosen in our study because of their prominence in the OSM community.  London, the 

capitol of U.K. and the largest city in Europe, is also the birthplace of OpenStreetMap, and home to an 

active OSMLondon community of mappers and map data users. The importance of London in the OSM 

community makes it an appropriate study site to assess the level of VGI participation. It is also 

appropriate to compare VGI participation in other cities to that of London.   The second study site, Los 

Angeles, is not only a major metropolis of USA but also because Los Angeles County has permitted its 

GIS data to be imported to OSM.  Cityhubla has imported LA county’s building footprints data set and 

Land Use data set from LA County GIS Portal to OSM. Thus, LA OSM dataset is quite robust in its 

development and has a considerable amount of participation. The third study site, Tehran, Iran 

represents a major metropolis and capitol city in the Middle East, with over 10 million residents.  The 

OSM dataset in Tehran is not as complete as the other two cities, and 19 OSM contributor provided 

most of the data in Tehran. Next, we selected three demographically similar neighborhoods (higher 

income, higher education) in each city to analyze and compare the participation level.   

 

OSM dataset consists of objects and tags.  Objects are map features, and tags describe specific features 

of map elements (nodes, ways, or relations) or changesets. Tags describe the meaning of the particular 

element to which they are attached. For example, “amenity=restaurant” means the object is a 

restaurant. We devised three metrics to assess the level of contribution in each neighborhood.  

1- Number of tags per object, which shows the level of completeness of map features. It 

implicitly conveys the level of local knowledge in the dataset as tags are mostly provided by 

local users. The higher the number of tags per object, the more detailed and complete is the 

map. 
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2- Number of objects per users, which shows the level of user’s participation, the extent of local 

knowledge incorporated in the dataset. The higher number of objects per users, the less local 

knowledge in dataset. 

3- Number of users in a square kilometer, which explicitly conveys the participation level in 

the neighborhood.  A higher number of users in a square kilometer indicates higher 

participation.  

 

The dataset for each neighborhood were downloaded from OSM, and the above-mentioned metrics were 

calculated.  The following table indicates the results.    

 
Table 1 participation analysis of three neighborhoods 

City  Neighborhood objects tags users tags/objects objects/users users per 

km2 

LA Westwood 57063 174 148 0.003 385.5608108 45.96 

London West Kensington 16306 289 168 0.017 97.05952381 63.63 

Tehran Shekoufeh 7888 87 83 0.011 95.03614458 22.80 

3. DISCUSSION 

Westwood, LA has the greatest number of objects, 57063 objects. This is because LA County has allowed 

two of its significant data sets to be imported to OSM. Cityhubla has imported L.A County's excellent 

building footprints data set from LA County GIS Portal and also LA County Land Use to OSM. Thus, 

LA OSM dataset has a considerable amount of data and demonstrates an excellent degree of completion. 

West Kensington, London has 16306 number of objects and Shekoufeh, Tehran has 7888. While all 

blocks and buildings are present in LA OSM map, the Tehran OSM map shows only major buildings 

and streets. 

Tags describe the meaning of the particular element in the map, so features with more tags contain 

more detailed and complete information.  Local knowledge is needed to produce tags, therefore when a 

feature has great number of tags, it indicates that there is a higher level of detail in the data. In fact, 

each new tag is a step towards improving the quality of the feature. So, features with more tags created 

by local knowledge provide tremendously valuable information. When we compare the number of tags 

per object in each city, we find that it is 0.017 for West Kensington, 0.011 for Shekoufeh, and 0.003 in 

Westwood. This means that the London OSM map is the most detailed and complete and Tehran’s OSM 

map has an acceptable level of tags per object in comparison with London, which means it progressed 

well in this manner.  In contrast, Los Angeles tags per object is very low at 0.003, which means 100 

objects on the map have only 3 tags, indicating that a lower level of information is available per object 

due to lower level of participation.  The gap between London tags per object and Los Angeles is 

considerable, so even though LA is supported by the Cityhubla project, it requires more local knowledge 

to be incorporated into LA OSM.  

Scholars have argued that the participation of users in VGI platforms occur in a certain way so that a 

limited number of contributors provide a large amount of information, while the rest of users provide 

only a few percentages of the total system contributions.  In a research on OSM information in U.K., 

Mooney and Corcoran (2012) concluded that 84% of the total edits were made by only 12% of the total 

users. In West Kensington, London, 168 users created the whole data set and 19.54% percent of users 

provided 90% of the entire dataset. So, the metric ‘number of objects per users’ indicates the level of 

user’s participation, and how and to what degree local knowledge exists in the dataset. In Shekoufeh, 

Tehran, each user provides about 95.03 objects, while each user in West Kensington, London provides 

about 97.06 object; therefore, a comparison between these two cases shows that London and Tehran 

have approximately the same level of local knowledge in their OSM dataset.  In contrast, each Westwood 
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user provides 385.56 object which differs significantly from Tehran and London, indicating that the LA 

OSM dataset needs to incorporate more local knowledge.  

The relationship between the number of contributors and the quality of information has been examined 

by Haklay et al. (2010).  Their research indicates that if there at least 15 participants within a square 

kilometer, the positional accuracy in that area would be acceptable at six meters (Haklay et al. 2010). 

Further, the higher the number of users involved in correcting a specific feature, the higher the 

reliability of that feature. This criterion is based on Many Eyes’ principle “If something is visible to 

many people then, collectively, they are more likely to find errors in it.” Therefore, the number of users 

in a square kilometer conveys the level of participation in the neighborhood, which in turn shapes the 

quality of data being generated.  Therefore, the higher number of users in a square kilometer shows 

greater participation leading to higher data quality. In our study, London ranks first with 63 

participants in a square kilometer, while LA has 45 users per each square kilometer, and Tehran has 

22. It shows that the level of participation in Tehran is very low in comparison with London, which 

might be because OSM has a lower reputation in Iran and no OSM based services are offered there.   By 

providing more services based on OSM, it can improve its reputation and gain higher participation. 

Testing the quality of VGI data is a significant issue and various methods have been designed. Methods 

based on the concepts of trustworthiness and reputation of users try to estimate the quality of VGI in a 

better way. The underlying assumption of these methods is that the VGI system has a high level of 

participation. As discussed earlier, nearly 90% of the information in VGI systems is provided by 10% of 

the total users. Hence, the existing methods analyze the 90% of the data and ignore the remaining 10% 

of the information. For example, the method proposed by Keßler and de Groot has been designed based 

on five criteria: number of versions, number of contributors, confirmations, tag correction, and rollback 

(Keßler & de Groot, 2013). All of these criteria are only applicable to features that have been edited at 

least 15 times. Yet, we can encounter a feature that was created by a single user, and no other version 

is available.  Based on the available methods, it is not possible to evaluate this feature’s quality.   This 

is a challenge, because while we can see that the number of users is growing steadily (500,000 in 2012  

to 4,200,000 in 2018), it has not reached the level where the quality of VGI can be assessed throughout 

the system.  We examined data quality through the users’ participation more thoroughly, to find out 

which user provided what percentage of the whole dataset. We found that there are 7888 objects in 

Shekoufeh neighborhood that were produced by 83 users, three users created 70% of the entire dataset. 

Westwood and West Kensington adhere to similar patterns.  5.50% percent of users in LA provided 90% 

percent of entire dataset and about 20% percent of users in London and Tehran, provided 90%percent 

of the whole dataset.  The discrepancy between LA and London and Tehran can be explained by the 

Cityhubla project. The implication is that local user provides about 10% percent of the entire dataset. 

For example, in the Shekoufeh neighborhood, the interesting point is that three users have produced 

70% of the information, but the features which needed local information have been created by about 47 

users, 21 of whom only have done one edit in the system. These features include a short alley, local bank 

name, pharmacy, dentistry, and a car shop. These are important features because they are one of the 

most important public places in the neighborhood, but the available methods cannot provide a 

qualitative assessment of these features. Investigation of London and LA dataset provide the same rule, 

in West Kensington, 8 users provided 80% percent of whole dataset and 54 users provided features 

which need local knowledge, 30 users have done only 1 edit in the system, these 30 users provided 

features such as Exhibition Houses, bookstore, car sharing, supermarket, and London underground 

station name. Similarly, in LA, 90% of the whole dataset was provided by seven users, and 82 users 

provided local knowledge-based features, and 36 of them have created only one feature/tag such as high 

school, supermarket, café shop, convenience shop, and gas station.  

Therefore, while OSM system has expanded significantly with increasing numbers of users, the issue 

of data quality assessment is challenging as the prevalent use-based methodology cannot be used to 

assess the quality of all OSM features.  We recommend that new methods should be designed and 

developed to determine the quality of local knowledge-based part of VGI.  
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